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 Vladimir Kossov and Igor Gurkov

 The System of Management in
 Modern Russia

 Legacy of the Command Economy and
 Current Transformations

 A young student once asked Nils Bor "Is it true that physicists change
 their convictions?" The patriarch answered: "You are wrong in think-
 ing that physicists can change their convictions. Change happens only
 when a new generation with new convictions replaces the old genera-
 tion with old ones."

 This joke is about changes in a "pure science," which is rather far
 from the everyday concerns of normal people. Another matter is the
 principles of management of industrial companies. So, it should be
 naive to think that the transition from command to a market economy,

 that is, the changes of management principles within one generation
 may be done smoothly and not to provoke enormous tensions.

 The tasks and responsibilities of a manager in Russian management
 system in this article will be examined in the framework of:

 • "horizontal relations," that is, his contacts with business
 partners;

 • "vertical relations," that is, relations with shareholders and
 government supervisory bodies - upward relations. In the Rus-
 sian context, this also includes management's relationship with
 employees - "downward relations."

 Vladimir Kossov is Deputy Minister, the Ministry of Economy, the Russian
 Federation, Moscow, Novy Arbat, 19; and Professor at the Higher School of
 Economics, Moscow. Igor Gurkov is Research Fellow, Foundation for Economic
 Research at Erasmus University, Postbox 2638, Rotterdam CP 3000, the Nether-
 lands; and Professor at the Higher School of Economics, Moscow.
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 Under present Russian conditions, so called "diagonal" relations are
 also very important. Characteristics of these relations are contacts of
 industrial managers with "informal" (and, sometimes, criminal) struc-
 tures. For example, managers of large enterprises bribe government
 servants for obtaining state credits. Managers of small enterprises pay
 "protection fees" to racketeers. These "diagonal" relations serve from
 the perspective of managers as catalysts which increases the efficiency
 of official "horizontal" and "vertical" contacts. However, it is obvious

 that diagonal contacts also increase transactions costs, which decrease
 the overall efficiency of the national economy. Those are the specific
 costs of an unperfected legal system and of poor coordination mecha-
 nisms in a transitional economy.

 In this article, we will concentrate on upward vertical relations by
 retracing the main features of the command economy's legacy and by
 presenting an overview of new establishments and new types of rela-
 tionships between the government and industrial companies in modern
 Russia.

 The structure of the former command system and
 recent organizational transformations

 In the former USSR, the system of governance of the national econ-
 omy was directed from two levels:

 • Functional committees that had no enterprises in direct subor-
 dination;

 • Branch ministries that had enterprises in direct subordination.

 The functional committees were responsible for some aspects of eco-
 nomic life: production, supply, science and technology, social policy,
 and so on.

 The ministries were responsible for focusing and translating the
 directives of functional committees into concrete plans and operative
 decisions for the enterprises they supervised (see figure 1).

 There were three types of branch ministries:

 • All-Union Ç'soyuznye") ministries, which directly controlled
 enterprises from their Moscow's headquarters;

 • Union-republican ("soyuzno-respublicanskie") ministries
 which were linked to affiliated ministries in each of the repub-
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 12 KOSSOV AND GURKOV (RUSSIA, THE NETHERLANDS)

 lies of the USSR. These regional ministries served as an addi-
 tional transmitter of orders form Moscow. This organization

 was required for management decentralized industries with nu-
 merous small enterprises, for example, the food-processing in-
 dustry;

 • Republican ministries ("respublicanskie") which supervised
 some sectors oriented towards local markets (for example,
 river transport). These ministries had their headquarters in the
 republics.

 For reasons of "manageability" and "accountancy" of enterprises,
 branch ministries were limited in size. An average ministry entailed
 about 200 enterprises. However, typical Soviet industrial enterprises
 were much larger that their Western counterparts. This "production
 concentration" also served to decrease the load of necessary data to be

 processed for planning and controlling industrial enterprises. There
 were two explanations for the emergence of large enterprises in the
 Soviet economy. First, engineers and managers exaggerated the econo-
 mies of scale of large enterprises because transportation fares were
 artificially set. Second, under conditions of permanent shortage of pro-
 duction resources and irregularities in supplies, each enterprises tried
 to be as independent as possible from its suppliers. Consequently, each
 enterprise entailed a set of auxiliary repair shops, supply depots, and so
 on.

 Branch ministries had the following functions, regarding the super-
 vision and guidance of industrial enterprises:

 • planning of business activities: yearly targets of physical out-
 put, product mixes, wages;

 • strategic planning of enterprises, based on directives from
 functional committees: developing new production facilities,
 financing of industrial construction works, diversification of
 product lines, mergers or divisions of enterprises;

 • research and development policy.

 However, perhaps the most important function of branch ministries
 was staffing. Managing directors of enterprises were appointed by spe-
 cial orders of their supervisory ministry. This made managing directors
 especially dependent and obligated to the Moscow's bureaucrats. It
 should be noted that servants of branch ministries were recruited from
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 THE SYSTEM OF MANAGEMENT IN MODERN RUSSIA 13

 among the most successful and capable managers of enterprises,
 thereby compensating for the inefficiencies of a command system.

 The functional bodies played the same role towards branch minis-
 tries as ministries towards enterprises.

 Parallel to the described state system of governance, there existed a
 party system. This system was build according to the territorial princi-
 ples, so that every industrial enterprise was under two "bosses": the
 minister and the head of the local committee of the Communist Party.

 It is important to stress that the interests of these two bosses were
 different, and, sometimes, contradictory. For a minister, the principal

 goal imposed on an enterprise was to achieve the state directives re-
 garding the level of physical output and the development of new types
 of production. For the local Party boss, industrial enterprises were
 viewed as "cash, material and labor cows," and they forced directors to
 send workers to the countryside to harvest, to construct housing, to
 invest in road maintenance, and so on. Such a "bifurcation" of strategic

 goals led to additional waste of material and financial resources, and
 ultimately increased the cost of production.

 The liberalization of social life changed completely the old system
 of state-party governance. When, the Communist Party was dissolved
 in September 1991, the local party committees were replaced by demo-
 cratically elected local authorities. However, in many cases, the candi-
 dates were recruited from among former Party functionaries, since they

 were the only persons with the necessary experience and skills in
 public administration.

 In addition, the liquid character of the present Russian legislation, in
 combination with specific features of the Russian legal system, have as
 a consequence that many acts of the legislative bodies contain only
 broad general statements. Implementation of these laws also depends
 on instructions prepared by the responsible government bodies. The
 interpretation of such instructions depends heavily on the understand-
 ing and goodwill of local authorities. This situation has not enabled
 managers of enterprises to escape from the control of local authorities
 who still have a great deal of influence. They can help a failing enter-
 prise, but they also have a broad set of devices to complicate the
 business of a successful enterprise. They may send inspectors to inves-
 tigate the enterprises and determine if they meet fare and other safety
 measures, sanitary requirements, tax obligations, and so on.

 Since the essence of local power did not change much after the fall
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 14 KOSSOV AND GURKOV (RUSSIA. THE NETHERLANDS)

 of the communist system, Moscow's bodies of governance have expe-
 rienced a drastic decline in their power, connected first and foremost
 with the liquidation of central planning. Industrial enterprises now only
 receive orders rather than broad directives from Moscow's ministries

 in the form of government contracts, that are limited to a few sectors
 (defense, energy). The function of distributing material resources al-
 most ceased in 1992-1993 (see Yakovlev and Kokorev, this issue).
 Now Moscow's authorities allocate only very limited budget appropri-
 ations. In addition, the extent of direct government regulation has also
 sharply decreased. For example, after liberalization of foreign trade on
 January 1, 1995, export quotas were abolished, and compulsory gov-
 ernment licensing was conserved only for a few types of business
 activities, like drug and explosive production.

 As a result of terminating several important functions, the whole
 system of state economic governance was transformed as follows:

 First, there has appeared a set of new government bodies with the
 authority to implement radical measures for transforming the econ-
 omy. We may mention among them the Committee for State Property
 responsible for carrying out privatization. This committee also holds in
 trust the remaining assets of former state-owned enterprises. A Federal
 Agency for Insolvency and Bankruptcy Affairs was created in 1994 as
 an affiliated body of the Committee for State Property. The transfer of

 shares in privatized enterprises is executed through the Federal Prop-
 erty Fund. The Anti-Monopolistic Committee develops the official lists
 of enterprises in monopolistic positions and designs special mecha-
 nisms for antitrust regulation.

 Second, the functional "pillars" of the former central planning sys-
 tem, GosPlan and GosSnab, have disappeared. GosPlan has been
 transformed into the Ministry of Economy responsible for macroeco-
 nomic forecasting and investment policy. GosSnab has been trans-
 formed into the Federal Contract System, and is operating on new
 principles (see Yakovlev and Kokorev, this issue).

 The branch ministries were transformed into a smaller number of

 ministries and state committees. Nowadays, there are only nine "econ-
 omy-related" ministries (excluding the Ministry of Economy itself):

 • Ministry of Finance;
 • Ministry of Nuclear Energy;
 • Ministry of Foreign Trade;
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 THE SYSTEM OF MANAGEMENT IN MODERN RUSSIA 15

 • Ministry of Internal Trade and Material Resources;
 • Ministry of Transport;
 • Ministry of Railways;
 • Ministry of Agriculture and Food;
 • Ministry of Constructions.

 The heads of these ministries are appointed by the prime minister and
 are members of the government. Other branch ministries were merged
 into State Committees of lower ranks, whose heads are not members of

 the government. For example, the Committee for Defense Industry
 unified nine former branch ministries of the defense sector. The Com-

 mittee for Industrial Policy supervises the textile industry and other
 industries in the consumer sector (see figure 2).

 Moreover, some ministries were separated from the government
 system and became "associations" (see Dolgopyatova, this issue). For
 example, the "Gazprom" company is the monopolist in extracting and
 transporting natural gas. Most major electrical plants are now incorpo-
 rated in a joint-stock company which controls the electrical energy
 supply in Russia. The machine-building producers created a joint-stock
 company instead of the former ministry of machine-building. There are

 many similar examples in other industries and sectors.

 Main patterns of managerial behavior in a command
 economy, and the response to price liberalization in 1992

 To understand the need for financial assistance now being imposed on
 the central government by the managers of industrial enterprises, it is
 necessary to observe the main goals of management in a command and
 transitional economy. We should stress here that the present generation
 of Russian managers (people above 40) is the third generation of man-
 agers educated and formed within the command system. These people
 have seen the market only in the form of local market of foodstuffs
 ("bazaars") supplied by collective farmers. All contacts of industrial
 enterprises, especially foreign transactions, were strictly controlled by
 government bodies.

 As a result, strategic management and production planning resulted
 mainly from the bargaining between industrial managers and ministe-
 rial servants. The successful tactics of industrial managers consisted of
 demonstrating insufficient capability for fulfilling production quotas
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 THE SYSTEM OF MANAGEMENT IN MODERN RUSSIA 17

 set down through broad directives for obtaining the planned rate of
 growth. The methods of managers to achieve such tactics were claim-
 ing delays in operationalizing new production facilities, lack of spare
 parts for utilized foreign equipment, supply shortages, and so on. The
 corresponding strategy of ministries in this repeated game was to stress
 the underutilization of existing production capacity, and to point to
 surplus inventories, stocks of raw materials, and semifinished prod-
 ucts. The end outcome of this game was a bilateral agreement about
 the production program where the director accepted a reduced rate of
 growth in exchange for additional resources provided by the ministry.

 The real outcomes of this game, which was repeated over many
 years in the Soviet economy, was the "structural trap" that provoked an
 economic crisis after 1992.

 First, in December 1991, the USSR was disintegrated, and contacts
 with enterprises in the former Soviet republics were destroyed. Sec-
 ond, the improvement in relations between Russia and NATO coun-
 tries drastically decreased the demand for military equipment and
 arms.

 Then, after the price liberalization of January 1992, enterprises
 sharply increased prices. The macroeconomic response was a decrease
 in effective demand. Few industrial managers, formed during the de-
 cades of shortages, had expected such an outcome. This decrease in
 demand caused a fall in industrial output which, in turn, drastically
 changed the cost structure of production. Due to decreased output, the
 share of fixed costs rose, and the possibilities of effective cost manage-
 ment disappeared. This led to "cost inflation." The tradition of Soviet
 management to include all expenses into costs of production played a
 bad joke on managers: instead of being compensated for increased
 costs, there was an accelerating decrease of effective demand.

 Another outcome of the game played between ministries and enter-
 prise managers became the "hidden trap" of the Soviet industrial struc-
 ture: the strategy of concentrating production into single shops and
 narrowly specialized plants. This made almost impossible the diversifi-
 cation of production without heavy investments. The defense sector
 that produced for a single consumer, the government, found itself in
 the worst situation.

 Fortunately, after three years of liberalization, there are a few exam-

 ples of successfully mastering cost management. One of the best ex-
 amples is the confectionery "Krasny Oct'abr™ in Moscow. This
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 18 KOSSOV AND GURKOV (RUSSIA, THE NETHERLANDS)

 company is a model for the 100 companies in the branch, since it has
 increased its output after price liberalization in 1992. The marketing
 strategy of this company is market segmentation, active search for cost
 reduction, and developing a brand name (see also Gurkov and
 Kuz'minov, this issue).

 For most of industrial enterprises, internal sources of investment
 funds have been exhausted. Enterprises are forced to look for external
 sources for financing current activities, modernization of equipment,
 and change of product mix.

 In Russia today, we see not a shortage of material resources but of
 financial resources. Under conditions of high inflation, commercial banks

 avoid giving long-term credits. In the total volume of credits advanced in
 1994, the share of long-term credits consisted of only 5 percent.

 Direct foreign investments have not become a serious source of
 investment yet. In the first half of 1994, foreign investments into the
 economy of Russia represented $413 million. About 32 percent of
 foreign investment were directed towards the energy sector, but only
 5.2 percent in machine-building. As a result, the share of foreign re-
 sources in capital investments in the first half of 1994 consisted of only

 3.6 percent (Russia- 1 994, p. 125).
 The privatization of industrial enterprises somehow worsened the

 possibilities of attracting external resources. About 76 percent of in-
 dustrial companies were privatized by transfer of controlling interests
 to employees. After privatization, the managing directors became "de
 facto" owners of these companies (see Gurkov, 1995, Gurkov and
 Asselbergs, 1995). This role forced managing directors to prevent the
 involvement of "outsiders" in corporate ownership. This anxiety to-
 wards outsiders also made difficult the issuing of new stock in recently
 privatized enterprises. If we observe the consequences of several re-
 cent "raids" of private financial companies and their acquisition of
 controlling interests in large industrial enterprises, we should assume
 that the position of managing directors is not completely egoistic. For
 example, recently, a controlling interest in a major Russian truck pro-
 ducer, ZIL, was acquired by the private financial group MIRCODIN. In
 the past, most ZIL products were delivered to the Army and the agri-
 culture sector. It is clear that, over the last four years, demand in both
 sectors has significantly decreased. However, the new owners have
 demonstrated no intention of investing and modernizing old production
 lines (ZIL was created in the early 1930s, and now it is one of largest
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 THE SYSTEM OF MANAGEMENT IN MODERN RUSSIA 19

 industrial enterprises in Moscow). It means that the new owners plan
 to use the discontent of 50,000 ZIL employees as a "ram" to bash
 government bodies into granting them credits at favorable terms, with
 the consequent use of the "cheap money" for financial speculations.

 In summary, we may assert that the main hopes of industrial enter-
 prises for recovery are still oriented towards government financial as-
 sistance. One fact reveals how much industrial managers impose their
 demands for government financing: the total amount of investment
 requested from government bodies exceeds the total amount of govern-
 ment investment budget approved for 1995 by 700 percent. In this
 connection, we must scrutinize the machinery and main forms of gov-

 ernment industrial policy.

 Contemporary forms and methods of government
 industrial policy

 The machinery of planning and implementation of government finan-
 cial programs to assist industry may be presented as follow:

 • First, industrial enterprises make applications for government
 financial assistance. In most cases, these applications are sub-
 mitted by associations of enterprises, state committees, or local
 authorities.

 • Second, the applications are considered and evaluated by the
 Ministry of Economy.

 • Finally, they are approved within the framework of the budget
 passed by parliament.

 The government investment program for 1995 is divided into several
 blocks. Two-thirds of the total investments are directed into the social

 sphere (housing for retired army officers, education, culture, etc.) according

 to the long-term Federal Special Programs approved by the government.
 The remaining one third is directed towards industry and infrastructure.
 About a half from this sum will be used for financing emergency projects

 (stores for the waste disposal of nuclear plants, airfield construction in the

 polar zone, power plant erection in the Far East, etc.).

 The remaining half of this sum (about $350 million) is designed to
 promote private investments. According to the rules, a private investor
 may receive up to 20 percent of the total amount required for imple-
 menting a project. The investor may choose two types of loans:
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 20 KOSSOV AND GURKOV (RUSSIA, THE NETHERLANDS)

 • Dollar-linked credit at the LIBOR rate plus 1-7 percent annual
 rate.

 • Transfer shares in the company to the government with the
 option of arranging for government shares to be sold to the
 general public two years after the first reported operating
 profit.

 The last clause is very important for development of secondary capital
 market in Russia.

 To participate in the competition for government loans, the follow-
 ing criteria must be met:

 • The payback period should not exceed two years.
 • The investor must demonstrate that 80 percent of the required

 financing is derived from nongovernment sources.
 • Twenty percent of the total required financing must come from

 the owner/investor.

 • A detailed business-plan or feasibility study must be submit-
 ted.

 The rules of competition for government loans do not identify which
 industrial sectors will receive preferences. However, the conditions of
 the mining industries exclude the participation of extractors of raw
 materials from this competition.

 The competition has provoked great interest among Russian compa-
 nies of all ranges. For example, the truck manufacturer "GAZ" (the
 main rival of ZIL) proposed a project of expansion of small truck
 production necessary for newly established private farmers and for
 entrepreneurs in the service sector.

 The principal aim of the competition is to promote shorter recoup-
 ment of capital investment in the Russian economy. This is of crucial
 importance under present macroeconomic conditions, although the fall
 of industrial output did stop in the second half of 1994. To prevent
 continuing industrial depression, the national economy needs an "ac-
 celerating impulse" of effective industrial investments.

 Direct government loans do not exhaust the instruments of imple-
 menting industrial policy. Additional measures of government assis-
 tance entail:

 • Long-term preferential credits at interest rate, around one-forth

 of the official discount rate of the Central Bank (presently, this
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 THE SYSTEM OF MANAGEMENT IN MODERN RUSSIA 21

 means 50 percent of the annual interest rate). It is obvious that
 such credits represent a real gift to enterprises, and we may see

 the real "hunting" for these credits, using all possible forms of
 lobbying the government. The largest recipients of these cred-
 its in 1993-1994 were the textile industry, agriculture, and
 some sectors of the defense industries (within the framework

 of military conversion programs).
 • Short-term preferential credits (for supply to the Polar zone

 and for seasonal works in agriculture).
 • Short-term budget credits (that should be repaid within the

 calendar year).
 • Budgetary subsidies (mostly for coal mining).
 • Tax payment delay granted by the ministry of Finance. For

 local taxes, the same delays may be granted by the local au-
 thorities.

 • Special credits originated from international donor agencies
 after intergovernmental agreements. Such agreement have
 been signed with several European countries, the World Bank,
 and the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development
 (EBRD).

 • Government purchasing contracts, which are most important
 for purchase of military equipment.

 These are benefits that enterprises may obtain from the central gov-
 ernment and the local authorities. In general, these forms are much
 closer to the established practices of industrial promotion in market
 economies than are former methods of total central planning. How-
 ever, this system is still very imperfect. To obtain the full description
 of the achievements and weaknesses of the present system of industrial

 policy, we must examine the opinions of its main target group: the
 directors of industrial enterprises.

 Directors9 opinions on business environment and
 government policies

 Our analysis of directors' perception of current government policies is
 based on a series of surveys administered in the Central region of
 Russia by the Laboratory of Organizational Development of the
 Higher School of Economics in 1993-1994. The last survey carried
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 22 KOSSOV AND GURKOV (RUSSIA, THE NETHERLANDS)

 out in December 1994 embraced industrial companies in Briansk, a
 major industrial city two hundred miles South-West of Moscow. It was
 administered among managers at all levels, from managing directors to
 shop-floor managers. Managers were asked to assess the influence of
 various factors in the business environment and of different govern-
 ment bodies on current decision-making. The two-pole scale was used
 to measure the influence, ranging from "-3" ("determines completely
 negatively") to "+3" ("determines completely positively"), with "0"
 ("no influence") (for detailed description of the questionnaire, see
 Gurkov, 1994b).

 The following most important factors in the business environment
 were:

 • Tax policy of the central government (mean -2. 1 1).
 • Disintegration of the USSR (mean -1 .98).
 • Credit policy of the Central Bank (mean -1 .8 1 ).
 • The system of transactions between enterprises (mean -1 .68).

 If we consider tax policy, the real tax rate in Russia is not the
 highest according to international standards, and it is below that of
 Norway and Israel (one exemption is royalties for gold extraction,
 which are the highest in the world). In reality, the problem of excess
 taxation of industrial enterprises is caused primarily by two factors.

 First, taxes in Russia are paid after transferring finished products
 into inventories, but not after payment for delivery on the enterprises'

 accounts. Irregularities of supply, transport disturbances, and delays in
 payments make enterprises debtors to the Treasury. The second factor
 is related to an extremely unstable tax legislation. There are some
 estimates that amendments in tax rules are made every two working
 days. It is impossible to retrace all these changes that make enterprises
 easy victims of tax inspections.

 The end of the USSR and the disintegration of a single market are
 the major causes of industrial recession. After the first years of rapture

 about independence, industrial enterprises realized that world markets
 were not waiting for their production. An overwhelming part of pro-
 duction does not meet the quality standards of Western goods. The
 improvement of Russian industrial products requires an enormous in-
 vestment or, at least certification to European and US standards, that
 also cost much money. Recognition of this reality has pushed the lead-
 ers of the new independent states to integrate closely with Russia. In
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 THE SYSTEM OF MANAGEMENT IN MODERN RUSSIA 23

 perspective, it may assist Russian enterprises to regain established
 markets in the Ukraine and Central Asia.

 Credit policy of the Central Bank was assessed by managers as the
 third important negative factor of the business environment. The re-
 strictive macroeconomic policy prescribed by the World Bank forced
 the Central Bank of Russia to set the high interest rates (210 percent of
 the annual interest rate or 20 percent per quarter). The average profit-
 ability of sales of Russian industrial enterprises does not excess 15
 percent. It means that the enterprises with finished goods turnovers
 more than 67 days have no possibility to meet credit obligations.

 The system of transactions between enterprises is also under severe
 criticism by industrial managers. Payment delays for services and de-
 liveries is a specific feature of modern Russian economy. In its eco-
 nomic aspect, the payment delay represents an involuntary credit at
 zero interest, offered by a supplier to a consumer. The level of nonpay-
 ments is due to the government. Poor tax collection leads to the cutting
 of several items from the state budget. As a results, nonprofit organiza-

 tions financed from the state budget lack means and are not able to pay
 for the deliveries received. Because all organizations and enterprises
 purchase electrical energy, this is a root for mutual nonpayments.

 The managers were asked to indicate their opinion about the actions
 of different government bodies (see Table 1).

 We can see that the assessment of supervisory ministries and com-
 mittees is less unfavorable than the opinions about other state powers.
 It seems that managers reproach the central government for recent
 industrial recessions and economic disturbances. The practical mea-
 sures for implementation of industrial policy carried out by supervisory
 ministries and committees generate greater support from enterprises.
 (12 percent of managers assessed the actions of ministry as "positive,"
 10 percent as "very positive.")

 Conclusion

 The Russian economy is facing difficult conditions in 1995. The eco-
 nomic recession has stopped, but we should not expect an industrial
 recovery. This process depends on the revitalization of investment ac-
 tivities which, in turn, has a low probability without macroeconomic
 stabilization and a low inflation rate.

 The great expectations for decreasing inflation are related to the
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 24 KOSSOV AND GURKOV (RUSSIA, THE NETHERLANDS)

 Table 1

 Assessment of managers regarding the influence of government bodies
 on decision making

 Types of government bodies Assessment

 Russian president's administration -0.63
 Government decrees -0.72

 Parliamentary decisions -0.63
 Local administrations -0.67

 Decisions of the State Committee for State Property -0.59

 Decisions of supervisory ministries or committees -0.32

 Scale: -3 = "completely determines negatively"; 0 = "no influence"; +3 = "completely
 determines positively."

 government budget for 1995, in which large inflation-provoking cred-
 its of the central bank are not included.

 The system of economic governance in Russia that will correspond
 to economic liberalization is still being constructed. We see that many
 new methods and instruments of government industrial policy have
 been developed, but managers still assess the actions of government
 bodies as insufficient.

 Meanwhile, the independence of recently privatized enterprises
 from the central planning agencies is increasing. Yet, managers con-
 tinue to search for additional government assistance in order to fulfill
 commitments to their employees. Until now, the level of unemploy-
 ment in Russia has been very low (2 percent of the labor force) and is
 not comparable to the great fall of industrial output.

 However, in lieu of the disappeared control of Moscow's bureau-
 crats, the managing directors of industrial companies have started to
 realize their dependence on shareholders. The second "wave" of mana-
 gerial revolution in Russia has started (see Puffer, 1992). Instead of
 technocrats with experience in bargaining with central ministries,
 younger businessmen with new convictions have been appointed as
 managing directors of industrial enterprises. We should expect that this
 will change the situation of enterprises as well as the relations between
 these enterprises and the government.
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